Abstract: How to develop a trust management model and then to efficiently control and manage nodes is an important issue in the scope of social network security. In this paper, a trust management model based on a cloud model is proposed. The cloud model uses a specific computation operator to achieve the transformation from qualitative concepts to quantitative computation. Additionally, this can also be used to effectively express the fuzziness, randomness and the relationship between them of the subjective trust. The node trust is divided into reputation trust and transaction trust. In addition, evaluation methods are designed, respectively. Firstly, the two-dimension trust cloud evaluation model is designed based on node's comprehensive and trading experience to determine the reputation trust. The expected value reflects the average trust status of nodes. Then, entropy and hyper-entropy are used to describe the uncertainty of trust. Secondly, the calculation methods of the proposed direct transaction trust and the recommendation transaction trust involve comprehensively computation of the transaction trust of each node. Then, the choosing strategies were designed for node to trade based on trust cloud. Finally, the results of a simulation experiment in P2P network file sharing on an experimental platform directly reflect the objectivity, accuracy and robustness of the proposed model, and could also effectively identify the malicious or unreliable service nodes in the system. In addition, this can be used to promote the service reliability of the nodes with high credibility, by which the stability of the whole network is improved.
Introduction
With the rapid development of social networks, they have been widely used in a variety of different fields, such as file sharing, information retrieval, and collaborative computing [1, 2] . In a social network, each node is independent and contributes two roles: server and client. Different nodes have different service ability and reliability, and the participation of each node is voluntary and random. These characteristics determine that the traditional network security management and control methods cannot be implemented effectively. Therefore, there can be many frauds and unreliable services in a social network, such as document forgery in file sharing systems, and also random events that can suspend the services in social systems [3, 4] . All these drawbacks seriously affect the network performance, therefore, building a reliable trust management system which can significantly improve the service performance and fundamentally promote the development of peer-to-peer (P2P) networks is of great importance [5] .
It is common that there are uncertain phenomena and things in Nature and human society. How to express and process these uncertain phenomena and things in a better way has always been an important research topic in the field of natural science. The main tool to study random phenomena is probability theory. Probability theory quantitatively describes the likelihood of uncertain events, which lays a solid theoretical foundation to mathematically understand the two phenomena of uncertainty and randomness. Since Zadeh created fuzzy set theory and proposed the concept of fuzzy information processing methods in [15] , fuzzy set theory has gradually become the main tool to deal with vagueness and uncertainty with a considerable number of achievements in both theory and application. As a consequence, the cloud model theory is developed on the basis of cross-penetration of these two theories, which forms a qualitative concept and its quantitative conversion model through a specific construction algorithm, effectively putting fuzziness and randomness together.
The cloud model is primarily reflected by three digital characteristics of the cloud: Expectation (Ex), Entropy (En) and Hyper-entropy (He) , which integrate the fuzziness and randomness to reflect the quantitative characteristic of the qualitative concept on the whole [25, 26] . Ex is the Expected value, which is defined as the computed mean value of cloud drops. En is the Entropy value, which is definied as the degree of uncertainty for qualitative concepts. He is the Hyper-entropy, which is definied as the degree of uncertainty of entropy.
A cloud model can better express the randomness and fuzziness of Nature without the need to determine the membership function through a significant number of experiments and accumulated experience. The basis of a fuzzy set is a membership function, and the problem of fuzzy math application is how to accurately determine the correct membership function in a fuzzy concept. Because there is no need to determine membership functions in cloud model theory, it is applicable in many areas to measure specific uncertain phenomena. In the field of intelligent control, Li et al. [27] discussed the objectivity, ordinary and meaning of uncertain existence in human knowledge and intelligent computing. In the area of network security, Zhao et al. [28] proposed the incorporation of cloud model theory into network intrusion detection methods. Di et al. [29] introduced the cloud model theory into spatial data mining and knowledge development for qualitative and quantitative conversion, concept decomposition and knowledge expression which provides new methods for generating concept from data and concept hierarchy structures. He et al. [30] proposed a trust model based on a cloud model, introducing the cloud model theory into the trust model and describing the trust relationship through a trust cloud.
Trust Model
The foundation of a trust model is based on how to measure and compute the degree of trust. Trust is a common phenomenon in society and exists in many fields such as technology, politics and psychology. Marsh [31] first proposed trust models in sociology and psychology. Although the model applies a trust model in the computer related research field, it is too complex with the introduction of a large number of variables and over-emphasizes the importance of the agent (an intelligent node which can make decisions by itself). In addition, it also ignores the evaluation of the other agents in the network. All these features make it difficult to realize Marsh's trust model in the current P2P network structure.
Beth et al. [18] proposed the trust quantification concept by dividing the trust into recommendation trust (that comes from the third-party node without direct connection in a network) and direct trust (that comes from the direct connection node in a network) and defining the methods of trust computing. However, the shortcomings of this model are two-fold: first, the scale used to define the success of trust is not compliant with the understanding of trust in reality; secondly, using the simple arithmetic average method to calculate trust degree provides opportunities for malicious recommendations on the recommended path. Moreover, Blaze et al. [6] first introduced trust management jargon and defined trust management. Based on trust management, various fields have developed different automatic management systems, for instance see Schilke et al. [7] , Rose et al. [9] and Jairak et al. [32] . Abdul-Rahman et al. [33] further introduced an approach that can achieve trust in a P2P network based on Marsh's model with a small amount of calculation, but it is time-consuming to maintain and update the complex large database of each node and the model has no specific description of how to recommend other nodes.
Das and Islam [34] proposed a trust computation model called SecuredTrust for evaluating agents in multi-agent environments. By analyzing ten different parameters related to evaluating the trust of an agent, they proposed a comprehensive quantitative model for measuring trust. This model achieved a good transformation from qualitative concept to quantitative computation.
Chatzopoulos et al. [35] also integrated an incentive scheme and a reputation mechanism, and proposed a framework which addressed any mechanism that considers selfish users. The peer-to-peer reputation exchange scheme showed that the degrees of trust of nodes could be calculated using the feedback of the other nodes. Chatzopoulos et al. also proposed a reputation middleware named OPENRP, which provided a unified interface for crowd computing and opportunistic networking applications [36] . The middleware evaluated and updated the reputation of participating peers based on their mutual opportunistic interactions. The influence of reputation is considered when establishing the node trust. However, the recommendation trust of a node couldn't be ignored.
Wang et al. [37] proposed a trust reputation model based on a Bayesian network. The model adopted trust and reputation mechanisms, respectively, to deal with direct trust and recommendation trust. It focused on solving the recommendation trust, whose theoretical basis is the Bayes formula. However, its reasoning is purely built on a probability model without considering the fuzziness of trust itself and kept away from the trust management practice. Yuan et al. [38] and Tang et al. [39] considered the fuzziness of the subjective trust by constructing a subjective trust management model on the basis of fuzzy set theory, and introduced linguistic variables and fuzzy logic into the research on subjective trust reasoning. However, the predetermined membership function in fuzzy mathematics makes the study lack flexibility.
Wang et al. [40] proposed a subjective trust quantification evaluation method based on a cloud model. The method introduced three digital characteristics of subjective trust to quantify on object's trust and the changes of object trust were described by a mutative trust cloud. This model also combines the fuzzy and uncertainty together, and provides a theoretical basis for trust decisions.
Although trust models have been studied extensively, they all have their own limitations. These limitations are mainly reflected in two aspects: the uncertainty of trust and fuzziness of subjective trust are not well balanced, and only taking the nodes' trust and distrust degrees into account makes any accurate evaluation of the service of nodes unrealistic. In the meantime, the study on cloud theory trust models in recent years has exposed some problems, such as a lack of trust parameter acquisition methods, over-complicated trust evaluation methodology and a lack of ways to prevent unreasonable recommendation algorithms [41] . Other major problems of the cloud theory trust model are the storage of trust parameters and how to manage and express the entity trust effectively in a simple and accurate way.
Trust Computing Based on a Cloud Model
There is an uncertain trust relationship before transactions in social network nodes, which needs to select a target for judgment. We need to construct a model of trust to distinguish the uncertainty of trust in a way that human minds can accept and evaluate the trust condition of nodes. How to derive trust information effectively and how to accurately express trust information, including the trust degree calculation methods as well as trust reasoning mechanism is the key issue when building a trust evaluation model. In this paper, a cloud model theory is applied in the trust evaluation process of P2P networks, describing the trust information in the form of a trust cloud. The advantage of a qualitative and a quantitative conversion model has been brought into full play, which allows us to conduct the trust evaluation process more realistically and accurately. The node is the provider or consumer who provides or consumes services in a social network. The services in a social network need to pay or not to pay, therefore, it is called a transaction.
Definition 2: Reputation Trust Degree
The reputation trust degree is a comprehensive assessment of a node's reputation obtained from other nodes by evaluating all transaction information. The reputation trust degree is expressed by STrust in this paper, where STrust ∈ [0, 1]. The larger the value of STrust is, the better the credibility of nodes and the higher the level of trust.
Definition 3: Transaction Trust Degree
The transaction trust degree is a node's trust degree obtained by evaluating the historical transaction records. It provides a basis to predict its future trust status. The trading trust degree is expressed by TTrust in this paper, where TTrust ∈ [0, 1]. The larger the value of TTrust is, the more the previous trading behavior is trusted. The transaction trust degree is divided in two parts: direct transaction trust degree and recommended transaction trust degree.
Definition 4: Direct Transaction Trust Degree
The direct transaction trust degree is a node's transaction trust degree from the direct transacting nodes. The direct transaction trust degree is expressed by DTrust, DTrust ∈ [0, 1].
Definition 5: Recommended Transaction Trust Degree
The recommended transaction trust degree is a node's transaction trust degree obtained from a third-party's evaluation, for which there exists no historical transaction records in the past. The recommended transaction trust degree is expressed by RTrust, RTrust ∈ [0, 1].
Definition 6: Cloud Model
The cloud model is denoted as the set T(Ex, En, He). The cloud T = (kEx, kEn, kHe) is called the product of cloud T with constant k, denoted as k × T.
Definition 7: Cloud Synthesis
Given two trust clouds T 1 (Ex 1 , En 1 , He 1 ) and T 2 (Ex 2 , En 2 , He 2 ), the synthesis of the cloud union is written as T = T 1 ⊕ T 2 , in which ⊕ represents a logical add.
Definition 8: Trust Clouds
A trust cloud is also called a trust evaluation cloud, which is denoted as the set TC(Ex, En, He).
Model Design

The Basic Idea
The internal attributes and external manifestations of things are closely related because the internal real properties are reflected by the external information. The novel trust cloud evaluation model designed in this paper is based on a two-dimensional metric: reputation trust and transaction trust. We leverage the main qualitative and quantitative conversion tool cloud model to effectively quantify the comprehensive status and historical transaction behavior of the nodes in order to make trust evaluations for the nodes in the network. Figure 1 shows the node comprehensive trust degree calculation model. The comprehensive trust degree evaluation method is designed accordingly; when a node p wants to transact with node q, p first obtains the reputation trust degree of q, and then derives the transaction trust of node q according to the direct transaction trust it had with node q and the recommendation trust from the recommended node. The formula of calculating the comprehensive trust degree of p to q is as follows:
Among them, is the reputation trust degree of node q, is the transaction trust degree of p to q, and are the weights in the calculation process.
The Index of Trust Evaluation
Selecting evaluation indexes that are easy to measure and have strong representatives from a large amount of evaluation information or original data is another major component in the proposed model. We follow the principle of dynamics and diversity on the basis of scientific, hierarchy, computability, maneuverability and competences. We define different trust evaluation indexes for different evaluated objects. The evaluation index means different attributes of node for evaluating trustworthiness, as presented in Figure 2 . 
Computation of Reputation Trustworthiness Based on the Cloud Model
Trust Classification and Quantitative Description
It is extremely difficult to make accurate numerical evaluations because of the inherent fuzziness of trust. Therefore, it is not necessary to accurately classify the trust level in order to maintain the semantic information the trust itself contains. In this paper, we use discrete values to describe the trust degree levels. The trust relationship between nodes is expressed by the level of trust. The higher the level is, the more reliable and the higher the credibility is. We define five trust levels of nodes as follows:
Level 1: the node's credibility is quite poor, so it cannot be trusted completely. The comprehensive trust degree evaluation method is designed accordingly; when a node p wants to transact with node q, p first obtains the reputation trust degree of q, and then derives the transaction trust of node q according to the direct transaction trust it had with node q and the recommendation trust from the recommended node. The formula of calculating the comprehensive trust degree of p to q is as follows:
Among them, STrust q is the reputation trust degree of node q, TTrust pq is the transaction trust degree of p to q, ω i and ω j are the weights in the calculation process.
The Index of Trust Evaluation
Selecting evaluation indexes that are easy to measure and have strong representatives from a large amount of evaluation information or original data is another major component in the proposed model. We follow the principle of dynamics and diversity on the basis of scientific, hierarchy, computability, maneuverability and competences. We define different trust evaluation indexes for different evaluated objects. The evaluation index means different attributes of node for evaluating trustworthiness, as presented in Figure 2 . The comprehensive trust degree evaluation method is designed accordingly; when a node p wants to transact with node q, p first obtains the reputation trust degree of q, and then derives the transaction trust of node q according to the direct transaction trust it had with node q and the recommendation trust from the recommended node. The formula of calculating the comprehensive trust degree of p to q is as follows:
Computation of Reputation Trustworthiness Based on the Cloud Model
Trust Classification and Quantitative Description
Level 1: the node's credibility is quite poor, so it cannot be trusted completely. 
Computation of Reputation Trustworthiness Based on the Cloud Model
Trust Classification and Quantitative Description
Level 1: the node's credibility is quite poor, so it cannot be trusted completely. Level 2: the node's credibility is poor and the service quality needs to be improved in the transaction process. Level 3: the node's credibility is at a middle level, with basic credibility. Level 4: the node has a high credibility and trust comprehensive conditions are high. Level 5: the node is completely credible, and one can be at ease with it.
In this paper, we denote trust levels with trust space TS, a set of trust levels. Each element in this set represents a qualitative notion of trust in natural language. The trust space is defined as below: TS = {" f ull − con f idence", "high − con f idence", "basic − con f idence", "low − con f idence", "no − con f idence"}
Trust Cloud Parameter Acquisition
We use a discrete interval scale (β 1 , β 2 , β 3 , β 4 , β 5 ) to represent the value of five trust levels in trust space TS and the credentials of the expressed qualitative concept. The credibility value of a node and its uncertainty degree are both in the range of [0, 1], as shown in Table 1 . Table 1 . Description and scale of credibility level.
Trust Level
Trusted State Language Description Trust Scale Times of Evaluation
Low-confidence
Basic-confidence
High-confidence
Full-confidence
According to the trust space TS and discrete interval scale (β 1 , β 2 , β 3 , β 4 , β 5 ), we use a five-dimensional vector V AB (α 1 , α 2 , α 3 , α 4 , α 5 ) to express the evaluation information of expert A to node B in the trust assessment process, which is called the trust vector between A and B. The expert node is a kind of special node to evaluate the services of other nodes, which is an integral part of the P2P network. We ask that its trusted state language description be full-confidence. α 1 is the time of full-confidence from node A for evaluating the services of node B, and so on. The evaluation information of experts is collected repeatedly on the nodes of given evaluation indexes that correspond to the levels of trust in the trust space. For example, expert A evaluates an index of evaluation object B for 100 times rating, including 60 times as the basic credible, 20 times as the higher credible, 20 times for completely credible. For this index, the trust vector between A and B can be expressed as V AB (20, 20, 60, 0, 0) .
Through the reverse cloud generator algorithm [23] , we realize the conversion from quantitative trust vector to the three cloud parameters in the trust evaluation cloud TC(Ex, En, He).
The uncertainty in cloud mode is described by the other two characteristic parameters entropy and hyper-entropy and entropy and hyper-entropy are defined by the standard deviation. Therefore, we use the two cloud parameters En and He in the trust evaluation cloud to describe the uncertainty of trust. The definitions of Ex, En, He are as follows:
These three digital characteristics are the basis of the cloud model, and we finally get the cloud parameter values Ex = 0.65, En = 0.2037, He = 0.02. Figure 3 shows a trust relationship nephogram of V AB (20, 20, 60 , 0, 0).
These three digital characteristics are the basis of the cloud model, and we finally get the cloud parameter values Ex = 0.65, En = 0.2037, He = 0.02. Figure 3 shows a trust relationship nephogram of (20, 20, 60, 0, 0). The membership degree is the degree of a node that belongs to the confidence interval, in which it corresponds to the trustworthiness.
Computation of the Trust Evaluation Cloud
According to the trust index assessment system, there are two steps to calculate a node's trust evaluation cloud. First we calculate the trust evaluation cloud of the evaluated node for each index. Then based on the index weight factors, we combine the calculation of the evaluation value on the same hierarchy by following the steps to a target derivation. Finally, we can get the trust cloud parameter values of the evaluated node through computing. The method to calculate the trust evaluation cloud of an index is as follows:
Let set = , , ⋯ , represent the n expert nodes and = × be the evaluation matrix of m indicators for n nodes to the evaluated nodes. Then is the evaluation value of the jth indicator of the evaluated node B from node ( = 1, ⋯ , ; = 1, ⋯ , ). So, the Algorithm 1 is shown as:
Algorithm 1:
Input: the evaluation value of n experts' nodes to the jth evaluation index of evaluated B, = , , ⋯ , ;
Output: the cloud of trust evaluation ( , , ) evaluated node B on jth index.
According to the set , calculate the sample average value = ∑ , the standard variance = ∑ − and the sample variance = ∑ − .
(2) Calculate = .
(3) Calculate = .
(4) Calculate = − . The membership degree is the degree of a node that belongs to the confidence interval, in which it corresponds to the trustworthiness.
Computation of the Trust Evaluation Cloud
Let set Z = {Z 1 , Z 2 , · · · , Z n } represent the n expert nodes and X = x ij n×m be the evaluation matrix of m indicators for n nodes to the evaluated nodes. Then x ij is the evaluation value of the jth indicator of the evaluated node B from node x i (i = 1, · · · , n; j = 1, · · · , m). So, the Algorithm 1 is shown as:
Algorithm 1:
Input: the evaluation value of n experts' nodes to the jth evaluation index of evaluated B,
Output: the cloud of trust evaluation TC j Ex j , En j , He j evaluated node B on jth index.
(1)
According to the set Ω j , calculate the sample average value
2 and the sample variance
We also develop the method of calculating combined multi-indicators. In the trust evaluation index system, the process to combine each evaluation index of the same level into a comprehensive evaluation cloud is called cloud synthesis, which essentially generates the node's trust evaluation cloud. Because of the weight of each index, in the cloud synthesis process, the weighting factors of all indexes for the evaluation of cloud should be taken into account, denoted as ω = ω j > 0, ∑ m j=1 ω j = 1 . According to Definitions 6 and 7, the formula of m index evaluation cloud weighted synthesis is:
where:
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Computation of Reputation Trust
According to the node's comprehensive conditions, we use the weighted synthesis formula to get the node reputation trust evaluation cloud. Under the premise of getting the node evaluation cloud, we compare the trust basic cloud with the node trust evaluation cloud.
Let set TB j Ex j , En j , He j (j = 1, 2, · · · , 5) be a trust basic cloud and TC(Ex, En, He) be the trust evaluation cloud. Through the normal cloud generator, we generate the cloud droplets x j , u j of cloud TC, i = 1, 2, · · · , N Let set η i be the degree of the membership for each x i in basic cloud TB j and
η i be the similarity between cloud TC and the basic cloud. The algorithm to calculate similarity between two clouds is given as follows:
(
cloud TC and En is the standard deviation. (3) Generate a normal random memberÊ n j = N(En j , He j ) in the cloud TB j in which En j is the expected value and He j is the standard deviation.
(5) Repeat the above four steps sequentially until the required N of η ij is generated.
The larger value of δ j indicates the greater similarity between the cloud TC and basic cloud TB j , thus the node being evaluated is closer to the established standard. The higher trust degree means that the node is more credible as the trust degree equals their similarity.
Decision Algorithm of Trust Cloud
Let set TS(Exs, Ens, Hes) to be the trust basic cloud, namely the standard trust cloud and TC(Ex, En, He) to be the node's trust evaluation cloud. The trust cloud decision Algorithm 2 is then as follows:
Algorithm 2:
Input: trust basic cloud TS(Exs, Ens, Hes), the node's evaluation trust cloud TC(Ex, En, He) Output: the value of trust degree (1) If En/He < σ return 0, which means that the trust evaluation cloud is too discrete. Where, σ is called the uncertainty factor, whose value is generally derived through statistical analysis.
In the case that Ex ≥ Exs: if En ≤ Ens return 1, which means that the trust evaluation cloud is higher than the trust reference; if Ex − 3En ≥ Exs − 3Ens return 1, which means that trust evaluation cloud has high uncertainty, but its total trust value is higher than the reference value of the cloud; in other situations, we use the method of computing similarity between clouds introduced in the last section to make a judgment.
In the case that Ex < Exs: if En ≤ Ens return 0, which means that trust evaluation cloud is smaller than the trust reference value, the larger uncertainty; if Ex < Exs, En ≤ Ens and Ex − 3En ≥ Exs − 3Ens, we use the method of computing similarity between clouds. In other situations, return 0. This means that the total trust value of the trust evaluated cloud is less than the value of the reference cloud.
If σ < 5, the trust cloud is in the criteria of the evaluation node's trust. If it is greater than this value, the data has a high degree of dispersion, because hyper entropy is a measure of the degree of the entropy's uncertainty change. As long as the uncertainty factor is not greatly beyond the range, it generally will not affect the trust judgments. We can only take the expected value of the two parameters and entropy for analysis. The larger the expected value is, the smaller the range of random distribution of the trust cloud is. It is an ideal trust cloud that can reflect the trust information more effectively and more stably through our cloud model.
Computation of Transaction Trust Based on Cloud Model
In the process of P2P network trust evaluation, it is also necessary to take the node's historical trading experience into consideration after calculating the node's reputation trust degree, which reflects the complete credible degree of a node. Obviously, the trading trust degree is a continuous accumulation process. Recording the feedback evaluation data of the trading nodes after each transaction and the node's experience will become richer and richer as the number of transactions increases.
We then conduct a comprehensive analysis calculation by balancing weights between the direct transaction trust and recommendation trust. In the initial stage, when the node in the network wants to trade with strange nodes, the information of the strange nodes' trust condition is largely collected from the recommendation of other entity that has traded with this node. After having several transactions with the node, when calculating the trading trust, both the direct trading historical experience with itself and other node's recommendation are considered. When two nodes have a certain number of transactions, they establish mutual trust with each other. In this case, we can rely more on direct trading information when calculating the interact trust. The calculation formula for the trading trust degree is given as follows:
where DTrust pq is the direct trading trust of node p to node q and RTrust p is the recommendation trust about node q. The parameter ep pq is called the balance weight, which reflects the experience value of node p to q. The greater its value is, the more experience node p has, and thus the more sureness for the judgment of the trust condition of the node q is. λ is the time attenuation factor.
Computation of Direct Trading Trust
By querying the evaluation records of node p to q in the time window win = [t start , t end ], the formula of calculating direct trading trust is as follows:
where, S pq = S pq (1), S pq (2), · · · , S pq (n) is called the direct trading trust degree, which is the feedback score of node p to trade with node q for several transactions in the time window win = [t start , t end ]. I(p, q) is the trading times of node p to q. In order to obtain more accurate results, we introduce the following three factors into Equation (10) . The first factor is the time attenuation factor λ. The trading feedback rating can better reflect the node's recent behavior and trust condition if the time is closer. On the contrary, the trading feedback rating has a smaller impact on calculating the direct trading trust degree if the time is longer.
The second factor is the volume factor C(i). When the node's turnover is larger, the feedback score can affect the direct trading trust degree more. The volume factor can effectively prevent some nodes from using the trust value accumulated by some small amounts in large transactions. In addition, the serious attitude of trading nodes to the large amount of transactions makes the evaluation results reflect the node's behavior more accurately. The following formula is used to calculate the volume factor:
where amount(i) is the amount of the ith transaction and M is the control coefficient of the turnover factor, whose value is a positive number. The third factor is the acceleration factor A(i) 1 1+e −n , where n is the number of failed transactions. The acceleration factor urges the trust value to drop rapidly when the transaction fails. In order to avoid the situation that nodes are punished because of one or two inadvertent errors, its value will instead increase rapidly when the number of failures increases.
At the moment t, the assessment of node p to node q is S pq (i), S pq (i) ∈ [0, 1], whose value can be (1, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25 or 0). t' is the time of a transaction in time window win = [t start , t end ]. The attenuation factor is λ t−t and I(p, q) is the trading times of node p with node q. Then Equation (10) can be rewritten as Equation (12) after incorporating the above three factors, which provides a more comprehensive method to calculate the direct trading trust:
Computation of Recommendation Trust
In most existing social network trust evaluation models, the calculation of recommendation trust mainly takes the credibility of the recommended node into account. In this paper, we introduce the experience factor and time attenuation factor as well as the turnover factor into the calculation process. Assumes that node q has direct transactions with n other nodes in the time window win = [t start , t end ]; node q will save n corresponding historical trading feedback evaluation records. The following is the formula of calculating recommendation degree in the traditional model:
Among them, the time attenuation factor is λ ∈ [0, 1]. The parameter t is the current time and t is the refresh time of the trust value after direct transactions among nodes. Cr k is the recommendation degree of node k. ep kq is the empirical value of node k relative to q, which can be computed as follows:
where M and N are positive numbers set by the actual conditions. The parameters count kq and amount kq are the trading times and total turnover, respectively, between node k and node q in a certain time period. In the above recommendation trust computing model, if the recommendation information has not been updated for a long time, its influence on the node's trust degree calculation will diminish. This is why we introduce the time attenuation factor. Considering the total turnover, this prevents the nodes in the network from accumulating experience values too quickly by using a small amount with high faith transactions. The experience factor is also introduced in the model, because the experience of a node is richer, the recommended information it gives is closer to the reality, which is more trustworthy.
The reliability of the recommended node equals the recommendation degree, which is calculated as follows:
Among them, sim(v, w) is the recommend similarity of node v and w, which is the similarity of their feedbacks to other nodes' trust conditions. T(q, w) represents the trust value of node q to node w. The total amount of transactions between node q and node v in a time window is denoted as I(q, v). The parameter IS(v, w) is a set of nodes that have performed transactions with both node v and w. The nodes with high recommended credibility can be given a high weight for their recommendation information. By filtering the nodes whose feedback information has a large deviation from the trust evaluating standard, our model can also resist conspiracy attacks of malicious nodes.
The traditional models of calculating recommendation degree only use the trust degree value to calculate the evaluated node's trust conditions without taking the uncertainty of trust into consideration. From what has been introduced above, we know that the cloud model can reflect the trust condition of the evaluated nodes more comprehensively by using three digital characters. Integrating Ex, which expresses the node's average trust value with the entropy En and the hyper entropy He, reflects the uncertainty of trust effectively.
We then introduce how to use the trust cloud to calculate the trust conditions of evaluated node q. Let set TC q (Ex, En, He) to be the trust cloud of the evaluated node q. We collect feedback records about q s trading conditions from other nodes in the time window win = [t start , t end ]. The node that has traded with node q for i times is then denoted as E(q, i). The parameter Cr(w) represents the recommending reliability of node w and S(q, i) is the feedback rating of node E(q, i) to node p for the ith transaction. Taking the records' ratings as the sample values, the node's recommending reliability is represented as the weights of sample numbers. The total number of samples is quite large. We then use the samples as an input and calculate the node trust cloud based on the following Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3:
Input: service node p, evaluated node q, total number of samples N Output: the evaluated node's trust cloud TC q (Ex, En, He).
(1) 0 → SumCr(q) , which sets parameters as zero.
(2) Retrieve Feedback(q, win) → Feedback , which collects the rating record of node q in the time window win.
For 1 → I to Length(Feedback), we perform the following steps: Feedback source of Feedback(i) → E(q, i) which collects the nodes that give the rating records; Retrieve Feedback by (E(q, i), win), which collects the rating records of node E(q, i) to other trading nodes; Compute similarity (q, E(q, i)) by calculating the recommending reliability of node E(q, i);
→ num(i) , which takes the num(i) rating records value of Sum[q, i] as the sample input of the one-dimensional reverse cloud generator. (5) Output TC q (Ex, En, He).
In the calculation of the above node's trust cloud, the value of total number of samples N should be as large as possible. It first ensures that the value
is positive in the algorithm, and then it can also reduce the errors that are generated by the reverse cloud generator algorithms. To get the trust cloud's expectations by this algorithm, we use the following formula:
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The characteristic parameter Ex of the trust cloud basically covers the trust information of the evaluated nodes. The uncertainty of trust is described by the other two characteristic parameters, entropy and hyper entropy. It is essential to build a more robust, accurate trust model to explore the node's real trust behavior by fully mining the trust information contained in the three characteristic parameters of trust cloud.
When the total number of samples N is certain, En 2 + He 2 decides the discrete degree of trust. Therefore, we introduce the discrete factor λ = √ En 2 + He 2 to measure and reflect the level of uncertainty of trust. We can use the three characteristic trust cloud parameters to distinguish a malicious recommended node from a goodwill recommended node. The analysis process is then as follows:
(1) The goodwill recommended node using characteristic parameter expectation value to measure the trust value of evaluated node is relatively accurate and the volatility of node's behavior is low, so the discrete factor is small. (2) The behavior of nodes that sometimes provide malicious information, and sometimes provide goodwill information is unstable with high volatility, so the discrete factor is large. (3) The nodes that frequently provide malicious information, whose behavior and uncertainty factor is stable, will certainly generate a cloud expect value that becomes pretty low.
Trading Node Selection Strategy Based on Trust Cloud
Through a large amount of factual analysis, we know that the discrete factor of goodwill nodes is relatively stable. This factor is usually not greater than a normal number, which is called the threshold of goodwill node discrete factor, written as ∆. The value of ∆ can be derived from a large amount of experimental statistical analysis by using the discrete factors of goodwill and malicious nodes. Its value should not be too big as the upper bound of the goodwill node's uncertain factor. We generally get the value according to the actual situation.
To select one as the trading object, we should comprehensively consider the node's recent behavior fluctuation and average trust condition in the P2P network. How to determine the node's selection sequence when there are multiple trading nodes with the same expectation value is difficult. From the period theatricals analysis of the cloud model, we know that when the discrete factor of the trust cloud En + He is smaller, the expectation value is higher. The following gives the algorithm for selecting the trading nodes.
Assume that the destination node is u, then there are two conditions for u to be selected as the trading nodes: T(w) ≥ θ and λ ≤ ∆. The value of θ is determined by the judgment of the service request node and the trading risk size. So, the Algorithm 4 is shown as:
Algorithm 4:
Through the filter entity set p, get a subject P = {T(u) ≥ θ and λ ≤ ∆}.
(2) If the set P is non-empty, choose the node according to the reputation value from high to low and turn to the next step. If the set P is empty, turn to step (4).
In the process of choosing nodes in accordance with the order, if there are two or more nodes that have same reputation value, compare their λ s values, preferring the nodes with a smaller λ, and turn to step (2) . (4) Choose the node whose reputation value is the highest as the trading object in set p.
The above node selection strategy is different from the traditional ones, which generally consider the magnitude of the trust value based on a reputation mechanism by selecting the trading nodes with a high trust degree according to the reputation value from high to low in the trading nodes set. Instead, we design the trading node selection strategy by considering the node's trust expected value as well as introducing another decision condition, namely the discrete factor, which can reflect the stability of trust behavior more accurately.
Because the node's behavior in set P has a high stability selecting the nodes with high trust expectation values from this set greatly increases the probability of successful trading. The discrete factor also solves the problem of how to choose the nodes when they have the same trust degrees.
Experiment Analysis
Experiment Set
To evaluate the proposed trust-aware propagation mechanisms, a simulator is developed on the Ecological Network Computing Environment (ENCE) platform [42] , which has been applied to simulations of innovative network applications in P2P, grid and Web service environments [43, 44] . On the ENCE platform the software interfaces, the common structural module, and the emulator are designed using Java language, and support "plug and play" and flexible API operations. All the data was collected from a file sharing system in the P2P network. Figure 2 shows the structure of node's reputation trust evaluation index. Based on the data from fifteen experts, we get the index weight for each indicator, as shown in Table 2 . The fifteen experts are the expert nodes which we selected in advance from the network, and they meet the requirements of full trust. Through the comprehensive calculation, we get the original data in Table 2 . 
The Calculation of Reputation Trust Degree
Assuming that relevant experts participate in a node's research evaluation, we calculate the three characteristic parameters through the reverse cloud generator by using the evaluation vector for each indicator 15 times, as shown in Table 3 . According to the complexity of our experiment, 15 iterations could obtain optimum results. Table 3 . Experts' evaluation data on each indicator.
Evaluation Index
Evaluation Vector T(Ex, En, He) We then synthesize the trust evaluation cloud of the four indexes generated from Table 3 using the Algorithm 1, and finally get the evaluated node's trust evaluation cloud T(0.9969, 0.2503, 0.0809). We generate the comparison chart of the trust basic cloud and the trust evaluation cloud after getting the trust evaluation cloud, and then calculate the node's trust degree represented by the cloud evaluation cloud by combing the Algorithm 2.
Assume that the trust evaluation cloud of node A, B, C and D in the file sharing system are T A (0. We then synthesize the trust evaluation cloud of the four indexes generated from Table 3 We then synthesize the trust evaluation cloud of the four indexes generated from Table 3 using the Algorithm 1, and finally get the evaluated node's trust evaluation cloud (0.9969,0.2503, 0.0809). We generate the comparison chart of the trust basic cloud and the trust evaluation cloud after getting the trust evaluation cloud, and then calculate the node's trust degree represented by the cloud evaluation cloud by combing the Algorithm 2.
Assume that the trust evaluation cloud of node A, B, C and D in the file sharing system are (0.8,0.1, 0.01), (0.8,0.4, 0.01), (0.4,0.1, 0.01), (0.4,0.4, 0.01 The question is which one of the above four trust evaluation clouds is more reliable? In Figure 4 , the expectation of trust cloud is greater than the base cloud of trust and the entropy of the base cloud of trust is greater than ′ , which indicates that the trust evaluation cloud meets the requirements, belonging to ideal state. From Figure 7 , we can see that the trust value of trust cloud is smaller than the expectation value of the base cloud of trust and the entropy of the base cloud of trust is smaller than ′ , which indicates that the trust cloud does not meet the trust requirements. In Figure 5 , the expectation value of trust cloud is greater than the base cloud of trusts, and its entropy is also greater than the base cloud of trusts. In this case, we should consider comparing the value of − 3 . Consequently, we obtain a value of − 3 and the base cloud of trust that is greater than the evaluation cloud ′ through calculation. Confronted with such a The question is which one of the above four trust evaluation clouds is more reliable? In Figure 4 , the expectation of trust cloud is greater than the base cloud of trust and the entropy of the base cloud of trust is greater than ′ , which indicates that the trust evaluation cloud meets the requirements, belonging to ideal state. From Figure 7 , we can see that the trust value of trust cloud is smaller than the expectation value of the base cloud of trust and the entropy of the base cloud of trust is smaller than ′ , which indicates that the trust cloud does not meet the trust requirements. In Figure 5 , the expectation value of trust cloud is greater than the base cloud of trusts, and its entropy is also greater than the base cloud of trusts. In this case, we should consider comparing the value of − 3 . Consequently, we obtain a value of − 3 and the base cloud The question is which one of the above four trust evaluation clouds is more reliable? In Figure 4 , the expectation of trust cloud T A is greater than the base cloud of trust and the entropy of the base cloud of trust is greater than T A s, which indicates that the trust evaluation cloud meets the requirements, belonging to ideal state. From Figure 7 , we can see that the trust value of trust cloud T D is smaller than the expectation value of the base cloud of trust and the entropy of the base cloud of trust is smaller than T D s, which indicates that the trust cloud does not meet the trust requirements. In Figure 5 , the expectation value of trust cloud T B is greater than the base cloud of trusts, and its entropy is also greater than the base cloud of trusts. In this case, we should consider comparing the value of Ex − 3En. Consequently, we obtain a value of Ex − 3En and the base cloud of trust that is greater than the evaluation cloud T B s through calculation. Confronted with such a complicated situation, the conclusion is not obvious from the comparison of parameters. According to the description in Section 3, we use the two-cloud similarity algorithm to judge, in which we obtain a similarity value of δ j = 0.7239. In Figure 6 , the expectation of the trust cloud T C is smaller than the base cloud of trust and so is its entropy. We should also consider the value of Ex − 3En with a determined similarity value of δ j = 0.5865.
Calculation of Direct Trading Trust Degree
Three factors should be considered while calculating the direct trading trust degree: attenuation factor, acceleration factor and volume factor. Table 4 is the successful trading records between node p and node q in the P2P network. In our experiment, we set λ = 0.5, A(i) = 0.5, and M = 100. These values are the result of several experiments. We can calculate the value of the volume factor C(i) using the turnover amount and the trading time t − t in Table 4 . Let the number of failed transactions be n = 2, we can then calculate the direct trust degree of node p to q using Equation (12) and we obtain a value of DTrust pq = 0.8512.
The Calculation of Recommendation Degree
To calculate the trust cloud of node q, we first collect the rating records of the other nodes that have transactions with node q in a time window win = [t start , t end ], as shown in Table 5 . We first collect the feedback score records of the nodes that have transactions with node q in a month and use Equations (11)- (16) to calculate the recommendation reliability of the node E(q, i). Then we calculate the node q s trust cloud by using the Algorithm 3. Taking the value of trust rating s(q, i) as the sample value and the weights of sample numbers as the node's recommendation reliability Cr(E(q, i)) , assuming N = 100, we generate the trust cloud TC q (Ex, En, He) of node q and obtain RTrust = 0.8726 after inputting the data to the one-dimension reverse cloud generator.
Below we use the expectations and discrete factors of the trust cloud to distinguish the goodwill recommended nodes from malicious ones. For the evaluation, we choose three representative nodes: first one is a goodwill recommended node good-Entity, whose service is reliable and whose expectation discrete factors are respectively recorded as Ex 1 , λ 1 ; the second one is the unstable recommended node with 0.1 small probability mal-Entity1, whose expectation and discrete factor are respectively recorded as Ex 2 , λ 2 ; The third one is a malicious recommended node mal-Entity2 which always provides false information and its expectation and discrete factor are recorded as Ex 3 , λ 3 . We then collect the score records of the nodes, which have transactions with the three nodes in two months and use Equation (16) to calculate the recommend reliability of the three nodes. We also calculate the three nodes' trust evaluation cloud by using the trust cloud algorithm and the one-dimensional normal reverse cloud generator, denoted as TC 
The result of the calculation is presented in Table 6 . We obviously notice that the trust cloud expectation of goodwill node good-Entity is high and its discrete factor is small, which indicates that it has been providing good service information. The unstable node mal-Entity1 trust cloud expectation is high as well, because the service it provided is alternatively good and bad, while the value of its discrete factor is large. The malicious recommend node mal-Entity2 always provides false information, so its discrete factor is small and the trust cloud's expectation is the lowest. It is also quite easy to distinguish various types of nodes through the trust cloud, especially those malicious nodes that intend to achieve high reputations by using unfair tactics. 
Calculation of Trading Node Selection Strategy Based on Trust Cloud
In this section, we compare the Algorithm 4 based on the trust cloud with the one solely based on degree of trust. We allow nodes to sometimes provide good service and sometimes provide malicious service varying from 30 times to 70 times, which can effectively verify the advantage of the trading node selection strategy based on cloud theory. Figure 8 shows the influence curve of the trading node selection strategy proposed in this paper and the traditional strategy to the node's successful trading rate.
From Figure 8 , we know that the traditional algorithm has a greater influence on a node's successful trading rate when the recommended node shows unstable behavior. Our proposed node selection strategy is based on trust cloud and has a smaller influence on the trading success rate. This indicates that the proposed and novel algorithm can effectively identify the nodes with unstable behavior and simultaneously improve the node's trading success rate.
In this section, we compare the Algorithm 4 based on the trust cloud with the one solely based on degree of trust. We allow nodes to sometimes provide good service and sometimes provide malicious service varying from 30 times to 70 times, which can effectively verify the advantage of the trading node selection strategy based on cloud theory. Figure 8 shows the influence curve of the trading node selection strategy proposed in this paper and the traditional strategy to the node's successful trading rate. From Figure 8 , we know that the traditional algorithm has a greater influence on a node's successful trading rate when the recommended node shows unstable behavior. Our proposed node selection strategy is based on trust cloud and has a smaller influence on the trading success rate. This indicates that the proposed and novel algorithm can effectively identify the nodes with unstable behavior and simultaneously improve the node's trading success rate. 
Summary and Prospects
Summary
Social network security is of high relevance and interest in the research community, and has been one of the most important factors impacting the application of social technology. A variety of different trust models have been developed and thus greatly promoted the development and application of social networks. However, trust in social networks is strongly subjective, which also means that it is difficult to measure accurately. Most of the current trust evaluation models in social networks fail to take full account of trust's inherent attributes such as the subjectivity and uncertainty. This disadvantage prevents us from making comprehensive and accurate judgments on a node's trust conditions. In response to this problem, in this paper we introduce a cloud model for trust evaluation in P2P network systems.
We have designed a two-dimensional trust cloud evaluation model. Our model is based on a cloud model and integrates the structure and characteristics of a social network. In addition, our model considers both nodes' reputation trust and historical transaction trust in order to ensure that the assessments of the nodes' trust conditions are more comprehensive and accurate. Our experiments demonstrate that our model effectively solves the problem of trust's uncertainty by leveraging three characteristic parameters of cloud models that better reflect the overall trust conditions of nodes.
We also presented a method for calculating a reputation trust value based on a trust cloud using an index and the corresponding index weight. In the trust decision mechanism, the node's average trust condition is described by an expected value Ex, and the uncertainty of trust is expressed by two other parameters, En and He. This method offers more advantages in the retention of uncertainty inherent attributes of trust compared to the method of using a single datapoint to represent a degree of trust.
When computing a node's trading degree of trust, we propose a calculation method based on a trust cloud, which can identify those nodes with unstable trading behaviors by using a discrete factor. Our approach effectively prevents and suppresses dishonest or malicious nodes.
By combining the trust expectation value and the discrete factor in the trust cloud model as the deciding conditions, we discuss our trading node selection strategy, which takes into full consideration a node's stability and trust conditions and solves the puzzle of how to choose between nodes when they have the same trust values.
We applied the trust evaluation model constructed above in a typical P2P network file sharing system and conducted a sample analysis. The result reflects the objectivity and accuracy of our model and proves the basis for selecting reliable trading nodes in the file sharing system.
Research Prospects
Not much research has been performed on trust evaluation in the area of cloud models. Considering the factors impacting trust evaluation, we applied the cloud model to social networks for the evaluation of trust degree. However, our model is not very mature. We are interested in further studying and exploring the following few aspects of this research domain:
In social networks, recommending nodes usually need to get trust evaluation information from other nodes by using layers of recommendation trust generated from a trust chain. The attenuation of trust information and synthesis calculation in the process of dissemination in the trust chain needs to be further investigated with the use of a cloud model.
Furthermore, a punishment mechanism and an incentive mechanism can be introduced into the proposed trust evaluation model proposed in this paper, which would generally punish the malicious nodes and reward the ones with high credibility.
Finally, we believe that the comprehensive application of combining a cloud model and other security technology is also of interest in future studies. For example, we can use a Bayesian feedback trust cloud model for updating the trust in social networks.
